REPORT ON PHILIPPE NARMINO, MAGISTRATE

The president of the Court [of first instance] Philippe NARMINO leads a personal life unworthy
that of a magistrate (1). His professional activities are tainted by iniquitous judgements and his
relations are highly open to criticism (2). His lavish lifestyle since ages ago is supported by friends
(3). Finally, his management of the Monegasque Red Cross is said to be explosive (4).

1. A personal life unworthy that of a magistrate.

The relations within Mr Philippe NARMINO’s couple are, evidently, of the most distended. As some
assert, would his wife have a problem with what many another knows: his homosexuality?
Indeed, since some twenty years, Mr NARMINO has had a love affair with xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx son of
the famous show biz agent of the sixties. Their relation grew in Monaco where xxxxxxx often stayed.
The latter currently lives in Paris, without further detail.
What more is, Mr NARMINO fell in love in 2005 with an Englishman, younger than he, and living in
Monaco. However, his name has not yet been retrieved.
Moreover and in particular, the homosexuality of this magistrate is well known in the Principality, but
also in the neighboring [French] counties, since he assiduously spends time with a bunch of depraved
nudists, on the Plage des [beach of] Pissarelles
[ http://www.plagesmed.fr/plages/alpesmaritimes/cap-dail/pissarelles-plage.html] and on that of the Cap-Estel in Cap d’Ail where he often
mores his boat.
Among these perverts, a police constable who is a regular at the Bains Douches in Nice, xxxxxxx
xxxxxx. This guy does not hide the protection that the magistrate gives him, going even as far as to let
people know that he has quite some information on him. Besides, the many interventions made by the
president NARMINO on behalf of his little “protégé” xxxxxxxxx are known by many police officers,
with all the deductions and gossip that comes with it…
More seriously, the French special services know that they have very strong means of pressure on the
President NARMINO due to his perverse tendencies. Indeed, precise information has been
communicated about him by the Gendarmerie Maritime de Toulon, to the D.S.P.D., La Direction de la
Protection et de la Sécurité de la Défense [the Direction of Protection, and of Defense Security]. It is
therefore unthinkable that nor the R.G., les Renseignements Généraux [French Domestic Secret

Service], nor the D.G.S.E., la Direction Générale des Services Extérieurs [French Foreign Secret
Service] would be unaware and thus not seized in turn.
The homosexual viewings of Mr NARMINO have been recorded, since 1999, by the Gendarmerie
Maritime de Toulon which boat is based in Nice. As a result, and ever since, the sexual perversions of
this magistrate are well-known by the Palais de Justice in Nice, but also by the Police and
Gendarmerie of the Alpes-Maritimes.

2. A professional activity tainted by iniquitous judgements and relations highly open to
criticism.
Mr NARMINO, without being a very fine lawyer, is a President of the Court [of first instance] who
knows his job and who is well thought of by the administrative staff of the Judicial Services.
Moreover, he is known for not working much. Indeed, compared to many colleagues of the Palais [de
Justice], he is seldom seen in his office before 9 am; he takes his time for luncheons; he rarely leaves
late in the evening and seldom brings a file home in order to move forward within his work.
What more is, on Tuesday afternoons, officially booked for his activities within the Red Cross, he is
often seen on the tennis courts, a sport that he practices even on other half-days of the weeks.
Moreover, all magistrates know that he knows, out of convenience, how to get rid of thorny issues,
giving such files to his colleagues. For example, it turns out that the recent departure of his henchman
xxxxxxxxxxxxx (1) ought to be a real problem for him. It is notably through his means that he has
managed, behind the scenes, so to speak, to settle many a file to the flagrant dismay of some
answerable, something that has caused grave damage to the Justice in the Principality.
Besides, Mr NARMINO’s relations with the former Chief Prosecutor Gaston Carrasco (2) and with
the President xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (3) have facilitated many a file to his own convenience. This
was not [?] the case with the former Chief Prosecutor Daniel SERDET, despite their sometimes
seemingly distant relations.
The two links between all these magistrates? The Grand Loge de France and a [big] boss: Mr
XXXXXXXXX (4). Hence the tight relations between Mr NARMINO and xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (5), the
Government’s Councillor.
The magistrates of the “ xxxx (4) clan” regularly meet for dining out. It follows that they are regularly
seen in many a grand restaurant in Alpes Maritimes and in Var.
The label « xxxx clan » (4) emerged during the infamous judicial affair of the Casino lenders
[prêteurs], in the years 1997-1998. Vast amounts of money had been diverted, thanks to the former
director of games and National Councillor xxxxxxxxxxxx (5), under the guidance of M.
XXXXXXXXXX (4). However, only minor prosecutions were made by the Chief Prosecutor
xxxxxxxxx (6). And this affair resulted in ridiculous sentences, thanks to Mr NARMINO’s complicity.
The latter has also seriously compromised himself whilst taking scandalous measures against two
sisters of his intimate friend Mr xxxxxxxxxxxx (7). These were undertaken in the legal battle between
him and his sisters in a matter of costs for their mother’s guardianship. A sordid procedure that has
shocked many magistrates, and within which he furthermore was unsuccessful in finding any

colleague to represent him. On the request of Mr xxxxxxxxxxx (7), he did thus not hesitate to drop
into absolute iniquity on judicial and moral terms. This affair had him being definitely discredited by
many Monegasques and residents.
Moreover – albeit this needs verifying -, Mr NARMINO is said to have presided in personam a trial
during which his lover ought to have appeared, the Englishman spoken of earlier (Cf. Supra).
What more is, some affairs, before being dealt with before the Court, not least real estate affairs, are
being discussed during regular luncheons / dinners in the presence of Mr NARMINO at the
REBUCHON restaurant in the Métropole. These luncheons / dinners are being organized by Mr
xxxxxxxxxxx (8), the representative of the real estate agents, Mr xxxxxxxxxx (9), a real estate agent.
and by Mr xxxxxxxxxxxx (10), brother to the latter and director of the xxxx (11).
Regarding affairs handled at the domicile of a shady lawyer, Mr Maxime GORRA (12)
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, boulevard xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Oddly, the pillars of the
organized dinners are, safe for Mr NARMINO, Mrs xxxxxxxxxxx (13), chartered accountant xx
xxxxxxxxxxxxx, wife of Mr xxxxxxxxx (8), as well as Mr xxxxxxxxx (14). As far as the people that
search for “the President’s advice”, they are mainly Italians; but also …. This needs verifying -,
Russians.
Notable is also that another player of these “arrangements” is the chartered accountant Mr
xxxxxxxxxx (15), x, rue xxxxxxxx, partner with Mrs xxxxxxxxxxx (16). On the other hand, her son
xxxxxxxxxxxx (17) is carefully being left out of these scams. Notice has to be taken of the fact that Mr
xxxxxxxxxx (15) and Mr GORRA have been partners. Their offices were open at the
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Center, boulevard xxxxxxxx gracex in Beausoleil [France]. Since then, M
xxxxxxxxxx (15) has opened – on these locations – a SARL [French version of Limited Company,
Ltd] of evaluation / assessment / forensic examination [d’expertise], the xxxxxxx (18). Moreover, both
of them had regular contacts with the individuals linked to the HOBBS-MELVILLE scandal, a
company that xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Lets also reveal that Mr xxxxxxxxxx(18),
since having become a lawyer, also has his office in said location.
Moreover, a vast real estate affair has been dealt with, boulevard des Moulins, without further detail,
between Mr xxxxxxx (7) and the lawyer xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (7 bis) xxx boulevard xxxxxxxxxx. The
real investors are maffiosi of xx (19). Many a gathering for the preparation of sales has been held in
the presence of President NARMINO.
At last, the latter and Mr xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (20) are at times invited to organized dinners, in the villa
La xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, in Roquebrune [France], a villa owned by
xxxxxxxxxxxx (21), xx, avenue Princesse Grâce [Grace, in Monaco], owner of the xxxx xxxxxx (22)
xxxxxxxxxxxxx at xx, boulevard d’Italie [Monaco].
This is a matter of a notorious maffia guy, who represents the Maffia branch of xxxxxxx (23) for the
trading with xxxxxxx (24) in xxxxxxxxxxxx (25). Furthermore, xxxxxx (21) is currently wanted in
Italy by Milan’s prosecution office, in relation to a huge corruption affair, the Mediaset, in which is
personally implicated the President of the Council, Silvio BERLUSCONI.
Let’s also note that Mr NARMINO cannot ignore the indictments against xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (21).
Mediaset, of which is aware Constable xxxxxxxxx (26), also knows about the high position of
xxxxxxxx (21) within the Maffia; something that he must have informed his protector of. In spite of
this, M. NARMINO advices this Maffia boss. As if that was not enough, he has not shown himself

insensitive toward the flirting made by a homosexual (notorious), the son of xxxxxxxxxxxx [as
written] (21 and / or 27). Both of them have been seen, many times, in a one bed hotel….
Regarding the Italian secret services and its mighty SIS (Service du renseignent civil), they know, too,
that the President NARMINO and xxxxxx (21 and / or 27) meet through a powerful intermediary:
former Chief Prosecutor xxxxxx (18), the official lawyer of xxxxxxx (21 and / or 27).

3. A lavish lifestyle paid for by his friends
President NARMINO only sides with rich people. As such, he never spends a dime of his own, be it
for holidays, always offered by M. xxxxxx (7), or for his going out in the best of restaurants or for the
maintenance of his boat, the xxxxxxxxxx (28), registered in Monaco.
The purchase of said boat has been entirely financed by Mr xxxxxxx (7) and by the chartered
accountant xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (29), xx, boulevard des Moulins. What more is, he has dealt, for free,
with the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx establishments (30), SAM [Monegasque Limited Company
of shareholders = Société Anonyme Monégasque], in which Mr xxxxxxx owns 20% of the shares.
Even so, the maintenance costs for the winter period are paid by Mr xxxxxxx (7) and by Mr
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx (31), the other shareholder of this SAM, domiciled in x, avenue xxxxxxxx. Notice is
to be taken of the fact that many are the regulars of the port who know about this deal.

4. An explosive management of the Monegasque Red Cross?

As Secretary General of the Monegasque Red Cross, Mr NARMINO holds a position of high trust.
Nevertheless, since a few months, there are rumors in town according to which important
embezzlements of funds ought to have occurred to the detriment of this association.
So according to many people, a painting was given to the Red Cross by a [female] resident, who were
to find it in an art gallery [commerce], where it had been put up for sale. However, and after having
heard clues from this wealthy resident, that painting ought to have been delivered to this dealer by
xxxxxx (7).
Pending resolution of this affair – if there is any -, quite a few questions emerge:
Was the C.R.M. [Monegasque Red Cross – not to be confound with the Red Cross] a beneficiary,
lately, of a painting?
This gift, was it ever listed on any ad hoc register? Was it ever valued ? By who? At what price?
Was there an intermediary?
Furthermore, and always according to this information, which by the way is more and more being
commented , it seems that Mr xxxxx xx(7), channeled by Ltd Company xxxxxxx [as written] (32),
boulevard des Moulins, is thought to be managing real estate pertaining to the Red Cross. Indeed, it is

his agency that is said to make various transactions of miscellaneous goods, and through financial
commissions. Herewith too, many another ask themselves the following questions:

-

Is there really a reason for going through means of an agency?

-

Why xxxxxxxx (32) ? And the comments to refer to the – known – links between Mr
NARMINO and Mr xxxxxxx (7).

-

Are the transactions being listed in a register ad hoc ? What are the eventual percentages
transferred to Mr xxxxxxx (7)?

Whatever the answer, some well informed people claim :

-

that this gift of a painting did indeed take place ;

-

that the [female] donor does not want to talk about it, in light of Mr NARMINO’s functions

-

that no register of listing of gifts is being held at the Red Cross ;

- que AGEPRlM (32) a le monopole de la gestion des biens de cette association

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

-

That M. Xxxxxx (7) has no competence whatsoever for valuating pieces of art.

What more is, some speak about the deep embarrassment suffered by Mrs xxxxxxxxxxxx (16), who is
ever so connected – even in business – with Mr. NARMINO since this information has been spread.
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